ABSTRACT Grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is a new meta-heuristic swarm intelligence algorithm, which has shown promising performance in solving optimization problems. In order to improve the convergence speed of GWO, an alpha-guided GWO (AgGWO), in which the evolving process of the population is guided by the update direction of alpha (best solution), is proposed. However, in the AgGWO, its evolutionary guidance mechanism makes the algorithm more likely to fall into the local optimal solution and the fixed value of theta may not be suitable for all problems optimization. To overcome these shortcomings and simplify its structure, an improved AgGWO (IAgGWO) is proposed in this paper. In the IAgGWO, the update direction of alpha is used to guide the evolving process of alpha, beta (second best solution), and delta (third best solution), and A and C are the coefficient scalars instead of coefficient vectors in the original algorithm. Therefore, a mutation operator is introduced to further enhance the exploration. The advantageous performance of the IAgGWO is validated by comparisons with other four algorithms on 35 benchmark functions and the engineering problem of two-stage operational amplifier design.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the real world, many problems can be simplified as optimization problems. But not all the optimization problems can be solved by mathematical method, e.g., black box problem. In order to solve those problems, many swarm intelligence algorithms were proposed. The majority of these algorithms inspired by the social and cognitive behavior of animals and physical phenomena [1] , [2] . Grey wolf optimizer (GWO), proposed by Mirjalili et al. [3] in 2014, is one of swarm intelligence algorithms inspired from the leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism of grey wolves in nature. It can provide very competitive results compared with other 4 well-known meta-heuristics on 29 benchmark functions suite.
Due to the complex nature of real-world optimization problems, many modified GWO algorithms have been proposed. Saremi et al. [4] proposed the use of evolutionary population dynamics in the GWO named GWO-EPD, which enhance the exploitation ability of GWO. In order to force GWO to jump out of stagnation, Zhu et al. [5] proposed hybridizing grey wolf optimization with differential evolution (HGWO) where the differential evolution is integrated into GWO to update the three best position. Zhang and Zhou [6] presented an extended GWO algorithm based on Powell local optimization method (PGWO) and applied it to solving clustering problems. Pan et al. [7] proposed a communication strategy for the parallelized GWO, in which the population wolves are split into several independent groups based on the original structure of the GWO. Mittal et al. [8] proposed a modified GWO (mGWO), which focuses on proper balance between exploration and exploitation. Malik et al. [9] presented a weighted distance GWO (wdGWO) for minimizing air pollution caused by Delhi Thermal Power Plants, in which the location update strategy is modified and weighted sum of best locations is used instead of just a simple average. In order to improve the final results of the GWO, Nasrabadi et al. [10] presented an improved GWO (IGWO) using the techniques of opposition-based learning and parallelism. Yang et al. [11] divided the grey wolves into two independent groups including a cooperative hunting group and a random scout group and proposed a novel grouped grey wolf optimizer. Li et al. [12] put forward the modified discrete grey wolf optimizer algorithm (MDGWO), which improves on the optimal solution updating mechanism of the search agent by the weights. Rodríguez et al. [13] applied a fuzzy hierarchical operator to the GWO. Kohli and Arora [14] introduced the chaos theory into the GWO algorithm (CGWO) with the aim of accelerating its global convergence speed. Long et al. [15] also investigated adapting the parameter a nonlinearly and put forward constrained optimization algorithm named modified augmented lagrangian with improved grey wolf optimization (MAL-IGWO). Joshi and Arora [16] , [17] improved the hunting mechanism of GWO and proposed enhanced GWO (EGWO) algorithm for global optimization and constrained optimization problems. In order to overcome the common challenge of setting the right parameters for the GWO, [18] presented a variant of GWO named Experienced GWO that uses reinforcement learning principles combined with neural networks to enhance the performance. Qais et al. [19] improved GWO by modifying the behavior of the control parameter (a) and position updating and proposed augmented GWO (AGWO). To overcome the poor population diversity and slow convergence rate of GWO, [20] introduced the elite opposition-based learning strategy and simplex method into GWO, and proposed a hybrid grey optimizer using elite opposition (EOGWO). For the purpose of minimizing a simplified model of the energy function of the molecule, [21] proposed a new hybrid algorithm between the GWO and the genetic algorithm (HGWOGA). To accelerate the convergence rate of the conventional GWO, [22] proposed oppositional grey wolf optimization (OGWO) where the oppositional concept is integrated with GWO. Reference [23] analyzed the advantages of the GWO and Fireworks Algorithm (FWA) [24] , [25] and presented a new hybridization between FWA and GWO (FWA-GWO). Al-Betar et al. [26] proved that tournament-based GWO can achieve better results compared with the other 4 selection methods. In order to improve the leaders on the basis of some drawbacks that leading wolves in GWO have, [27] proposed improved variant of GWO, namely, Random Walk Grey Wolf Optimizer (RW-GWO). Hu et al. [28] proposed Alpha guided GWO (AgGWO) which the evolving process of the population is guided by the update direction of alpha. Jiang and Zhang [29] proposed a discrete GWO and applied it to solve combinatorial problems. Kaveh and Shokohi [30] used GWO in design of castellated beams.
Although GWO has been applied in many optimization problems for its potential advantages and characteristics, GWO also has its own shortcomings similar to other swarm intelligence algorithms. The evolutionary information of population has not been fully used in GWO, and it is easy to fall into local optimum for solving multimodal optimization problems. In order to overcome these shortcomings, an improved alpha-guided grey wolf optimizer (IAgGWO) is proposed on the basis of AgGWO in this paper. The evolving process of alpha, beta and delta is guided by the update direction of alpha with the aim of accelerating its global convergence speed. In order to simplify the structure of GWO, A and C are coefficient scalars instead of coefficient vectors in the original algorithm. In addition, a mutation mechanism is introduced in the IAgGWO to improve the ability of the algorithm to jump out of stagnation. The remainder of this paper is arranged as follow. The overview of GWO are described in Section II. The Section III introduces the AgGWO briefly. The proposed IAgGWO and its theoretical analyses are presented in Section IV. Experimental results and discussion are shown in Section V. Section VI solves the engineering problem of two stage operational amplifier design to verify the applicability of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF GWO
The GWO is intelligence algorithm that mimics the hierarchy structure and hunting mechanism of wolf pack in nature. The social rank of the wolf group is divided into four levels. From top level to bottom grade are alpha (α) wolves, beta (β) wolves, delta (δ) wolves and omega (ω) wolves as depicted in Fig. 1 . The hunting behavior of wolves is divided into three steps: tracking and approaching the prey, pursuing and encircling the prey, attacking the prey. In the GWO algorithm, the hunting (optimization) is guided by α, β and δ. The ω wolves are iteratively improved by following the α, β and δ. The mathematical model of GWO is developed as follow.
A. ENCIRCLING PREY
To mathematically model encircling strategy by the wolves around the prey, GWO considers two points in a n-dimensional space and updates the location of one of them according to another. The following formulas have been proposed to simulate this.
where t is the current iteration, X p and X indicate the position vector of the prey and a grey wolf respectively, A and C are coefficient vectors which are calculated as follow:
where components of a are decreased linearly from 2 to 0 with iteration, r 1 and r 2 are randomly generated vectors in [0, 1].
B. HUNTING
Grey wolves have the ability to identify their prey and encircle them. The alpha is mostly responsible for making decisions about hunting, sleeping place, time to wake, and so on. 
Initialize a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of each search agent X α = the best search agent X β = the second best search agent X δ = the third best search agent while (t<Max number of iterations) for each search agent Update the position of the current search agent by (11) end for Update a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of all search agents Update X α , X β , X δ t = t + 1 end while return X α Beta and delta wolves may also occasionally participate in decision-making or other activities. Hunting strategy of the grey wolves can be mathematically modelled by approximating the prey position with the help of alpha, beta and delta solutions. Each wolf can update their positions by following equations.
C. EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION IN ATTACKING PREY
To mathematically model approaching the prey, GWO decreased the value of a. The fluctuation range of A is also decreased by a, i.e., A is a random value in [−a, a] where a is decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations. Candidate solutions tend to converge towards the prey when |A| < 1 and diverge from the prey when |A| ≥ 1. The transition between exploration and exploitation is generated by the adaptive values of a and A. There is emphasize on exploration when |A| ≥ 1, whereas exploitation is promoted when |A| < 1. The pseudo code of GWO can be depicted as Algorithm 1.
III. ALPHA GUIDED GWO
It suppose that the alpha, beta and delta have better knowledge about the potential prey in GWO. The best three individuals guide the evolution of the population, but there is no effective mechanism guide them to the potential prey in GWO. In order to improve the comprehensive performance of Grey Wolf algorithm, Pin et al. put forward an improved grey wolf algorithm named Alpha Guided GWO. When the alpha is updated, compared with the position of previous alpha (X α ), some dimensions of coordinate of alpha become smaller, some are opposite, and the rest remain unchanged. As for the coordinate-changed dimensions, it could be considered that these dimensions are moving towards better location if the fitness of new alpha (X α ) is better than previous one. An alphaguided evolutionary mechanism is introduced in AgGWO. An appropriate select probability, namely theta (θ ), is set to balance selection chance of dimensions whose coordinate is in alpha updating direction and dimensions whose coordinate is random distribution. AgGWO assigns a numerical value to each of the three wolf as (12) to highlight the leadership of alpha. 2D position vectors and their possible next locations with no guided evolutionary mechanism and with α guided evolutionary mechanism are depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The next positions of population will be evenly distributed around alpha with no guided evolutionary mechanism as Fig. 2 . The individuals of next generation are more distributed in the alpha updating direction where the prey is more likely to exist as Fig. 3 . The pseudo code of this mechanism is depicted as Algorithm 2. (12) In this way, grey wolves complete their process of hunting by repeating the encircling and hunting steps until the terminating condition is met. The pseudo code of AgGWO is presented in Algorithm 3 where the Y is the best agent obtained so far. 
Initialize a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of each search agent X α = X α = Y = the best search agent X β = the second best search agent X δ = the third best search agent X ω = the remainder search agents while (t < Max number of iterations) if the fitness of X α is better than X α Update the position of current search agent according to Algorithm 1 else for each search agent Update the position of the current search agent by (12) end for end if Update a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of all search agents X α = X α Update X α , X β , X δ and Y t = t + 1 end while return Y
IV. IMPROVED ALPHA-GUIDED GWO
In the original GWO, the population will be concentrated near alpha, beta and delta and it's hard to get out of this area when these three individuals fall into stagnation for a long time. It is necessary to improve the ability of the algorithm to jump out of the local optimum. After analyzed the guidance mechanism of AgGWO, the research found that when the fitness of current alpha is better than that of the previous one, all individuals in the population are updated by the alpha updating direction (AUD), which is not conducive to population diversity and makes the algorithm more likely to fall into the local optimal solution. The fixed value of theta may not be suitable for all problems optimization. In order to overcome these shortcomings, this paper improved AgGWO by adjusting the guidance mechanism and introducing a mutation operation into the algorithm.
Algorithm 4: Alpha-guided mechanism in IAgGWO
Calculate the AUD:
for each dimension j where Dir j > 0 A j = −A j end for Updating the position of the current search agent by (12) end for
The improved algorithm is named as improved alphaguided GWO.
In order to maintain population diversity, not all individuals in the population are updated by the alpha updating direction, but only alpha, beta and delta in IAgGWO. All dimensions of coordinate of these three are in alpha updating direction until the fitness of current alpha is not better than that of the previous one. The pseudo code of this mechanism can be depicted as Algorithm 4.
To improve the ability of the algorithm to jump out of stagnation and keeping the diversity of population, a mutation operation is introduced in IAgGWO. Alpha produces two mutant wolves in two ways in each iteration. One way is to map the alpha to the other side of the decision space by means of image mapping as (13) . The other is to make Gauss mutation in alpha as (14) , in which each dimension coordinate of the variant is centered on the corresponding dimension coordinates of the alpha. Whether the fitness of the two variants are better than that of the two individuals with the worst fitness in population or not, they are used to replace the two individuals with the worst fitness.
where X max , X min indicate the upper and lower bounds of decision space respectively. The function Gaussian(1,1) denotes a Gaussian distribution vector with mean 1 and standard deviation 1.
In the original GWO, the A and C are coefficient vectors, i.e., different dimensions have different coefficients. Each dimension of individual coordinates has great randomness distribution during evolution. But sometimes this is not good for omega wolves to move closer to alpha, beta and delta wolves. In the IAgGWO, A and C are coefficient scalar, i.e., each dimension has the same coefficient, which greatly reduces the time complexity of the algorithm.
To sum up, the search process starts with creating random positions of wolves (candidate solutions) in the IAgGWO. Secondly, the parameters of the algorithm are initialized and the leaders are selected from the population. Then, the process of iterations is begin. The alpha, beta and delta are updated by the alpha updating direction as Algorithm 4 and the others are updated by (12) when the fitness of new alpha is better than previous one. Each candidate solution is updated by (12) when the fitness of new alpha is no better than previous one. Next two variants are obtained and used to replace the two individuals with the worst fitness in the current population. After that, the parameters and leaders are updated. Finally, the course of iterations is terminated and the optimal result is exported. The pseudo code of the IAgGWO is present in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: IAgGWO
Initialize the grey wolf population
Initialize a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of each search agent X α = X α = Y = the best search agent X β = the second best search agent X δ = the third best search agent X ω = the remainder search agents while (t<Max number of iterations) if the fitness of X α is better than X α Update the position of current α, β, δ according to
Algorithm 3 else
Update the position of the current α, β, δ by (12) end if Update the position of the current ω wolves by (12) Obtain the location of X * α , X * * α by (13), (14) and replace the two worst fitness individuals with the variants Update a, A, and C Calculate the fitness of all search agents X α = X α Update X α , X β , X δ and Y t = t + 1 end while return Y
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the proposed IAgGWO algorithm is bench- In order to verify the performance of IAgGWO, the GWO, RW-GWO, AgGWO and PSO [38] are chosen to compare with IAgGWO in the experiment. The parameters of the four comparative algorithm are set as [3] , [27] , [28] , and [38] , respectively. The population size and maximal iterations are set to 30 and 500 for each of the algorithms. On each instance, each algorithm is run 20 times independently. The coding of all algorithms are implemented using Matlab 2017a installed on computer with Core(TM) i3 processor and 4GB RAM on a Windows-7 platform.
A. COMPARISON BASED ON DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
When analyzing the experimental results, the mean, variance, maximum, median and minimum are important indicators to evaluate the performance of the test algorithm. The mean and standard deviation of the results of the 20 independent experiments are reported in Table 1 to Table 5 , where Dim indicates dimension of the function. On each box shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 8 , the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and the outliers are plotted individually using the '+' symbol.
In the results of 7 unimodal benchmark functions reported in Table 1 , the mean value of results of IAgGWO outperform results of other algorithms on 6 functions, which it VOLUME 7, 2019 can be noted that IAgGWO obtains the position of global optima in each independent experiment on f 1 , f 3 . Therefore, the results of IAgGWO are more concentrated than results of others as shown in Fig. 4 , even including f 5 which the mean value of result of IAgGWO is worse than other 3 grey wolf algorithms. It revealed that results of IAgGWO are stable on these 7 benchmark functions. The worst result of IAgGWO in 20 experiments is better than the best result of other algorithms on f 6 . The above observations indicate that IAgGWO performs well in exploiting global optima due to the introduction of new guidance mechanism and scalar parameters.
The mean value of results of the algorithms on 9 multimodal benchmark functions are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that IAgGWO highly outperform other algorithms on the 9 multimodal benchmark functions, especially on f 8 , f 12 , f 13 , f 14 , f 15 and f 16 . On these 6 functions, the worst achieved by IAgGWO are significantly better than the best achieved by other algorithms according to the box shown in the Fig. 5 . IAgGWO, AgGWO and GWO do not seem to differ much on f 11 , but AgGWO and GWO get some abnormal results outlying from the box. Furthermore, IAgGWO obtains the position of global optima in each independent experiment on f 9 , f 11 , f 13 , f 15 and f 16 . The results of 7 fixed-dimension multimodal benchmark functions reported in Table 3 , IAg-GWO obtains the position of global optima on 6 functions, which the overall performance of IAgGWO is better than other algorithms. The results of IAgGWO are more dispersed than other algorithm on f 17 and f 20 as shown in the Fig. 6 , whereas the difference between the maximum and minimum of IAgGWO on f 17 is no more than 10 −4 and IAgGWO can provide more competitive mean, median, 75th quartile and minimum results than other grey wolf optimizer on f 20 . The results mentioned above reveal that the IAgGWO has merit in exploration and local optima avoidance due to the introduction of mutation operation.
In the results of 6 composite benchmark functions reported in Table 4 , IAgGWO obtains the best mean value on f 29 and the sub optimal mean value on f 24 , f 25 and f 28 . Besides f 26 and f 27 , the mean results of IAgGWO are better than that of GWO. The results of IAgGWO on f 24 , f 25 , f 26 and f 27 are more stable than other grey wolf algorithms as depicted in Fig. 7 . Besides f 26 and f 28 , the worst results of IAgGWO are better than that of GWO. IAgGWO obtains the best mean value on the 6 hybrid composite functions reported in Table 5 . According to the box plots of hybrid composite functions Fig. 8 , the results of IAgGWO on f 32 and f 34 are obviously superior to the other three algorithms. The minimum and median of IAgGWO in 20 independent experiments are obviously smaller than that of other algorithms and the maximum is not greater than the others on f 30 and f 31 , which proves that the mutation mechanism in IAgGWO can help the population break away from local optimum.
In order to judge whether the results of the proposed method are significant, a statistical test called student's test is carried out. This is the definition of the p-value, which is the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme as the one that was actually observed, assuming that the difference between the two algorithms is insignificance is true [39] . Table 6 shows the p-values of each algorithm compared with IAgGWO. The ''+'', ''='' and ''−'' in Table 6 denote that the results of IAgGWO are superior, undifferentiated and inferior to comparison algorithm at the 0.05 significance level, respectively.
As we can see in the table, the results of IAgGWO are superior to AgGWO on 24 of 35 test functions, 10 had no significant difference compared with AgGWO, and 1 worse than AgGWO. There is no obvious difference between the two algorithms in solving composite benchmark functions.
According to the test results compared with RW-GWO, IAgGWO is superior to RW-GWO on 21 test functions, 12 are not significantly different from RW-GWO, and 2 are inferior to RW-GWO. There is no significant difference in the ability of solving fix-dimension multimodal benchmark functions and composite benchmark functions between the two algorithms. According to the test results compared with GWO, IAgGWO is superior to GWO on 22 test functions, 11 are not significantly different from GWO, and 2 are inferior to GWO. There is no obvious difference between the two algorithms in solving fix-dimension multimodal benchmark functions. IAgGWO is superior to PSO on 30 test functions, 5 are not significantly different from PSO. In summary, the performance of IAgGWO algorithm is better than the other four algorithms.
B. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In order to analyze the convergence of the algorithms, the convergence curves are recorded as reference for subsequent performance evaluation. In each independent experiment, the best fitness value of each iteration was recorded at a regular matrix. When the experiments are completed, mean fitness of each iteration was calculated to draw convergence curves of each algorithm. Fig. 9 to Fig. 13 illustrate the best score obtained so far of the above algorithms versus the iteration.
In the convergence curves of 7 unimodal benchmark functions depicted in Fig. 9 , IAgGWO has the fastest convergence speed on all kinds of functions compared with other algorithms. It revealed that the improved alpha-guided mechanism in IAgGWO can effectively guide the population to the optimal position on unimodal benchmark functions.
According to the convergence curves of 9 multimodal benchmark functions drawn in Fig. 10 , IAgGWO has the fastest convergence speed on the 9 functions compared with other algorithms. In the convergence curves of 7 fixeddimension multimodal benchmark functions as Fig. 11 , IAgGWO has the fastest convergence speed on f 21 , f 22 and f 23 compared with other algorithms. For the remaining functions, the convergence speed of each algorithm is not significantly different. In the convergence curves of 6 composite benchmark functions as Fig. 12 , IAgGWO has the fastest convergence speed on f 21 and has the sub-fast convergence speed on f 24 , f 25 and f 28 . In the convergence curves of 6 hybrid composite functions as Fig. 13 , the convergence speed of IAgGWO is obviously faster than that of other algorithms except f 33 and f 35 . Above results on multimodal and composite functions demonstrated that the improved alphaguided mechanism in IAgGWO keeps the diversity of the population while improving the convergence speed of the algorithm.
C. POPULATION DIVERSITY ANALYSIS
Population diversity is a very important attribute of swarm intelligence algorithm. The more dispersed the population distribution is, the more likely the algorithm is to find the optimal solution, and the less likely it is to fall into the local optimum, i.e., the better exploratory capacity of the algorithm. In order to analyze the influence of different strategies on the population diversity of the algorithm, this paper chooses one of the four test function sets for 20 independence experiments, which the performance of IAgGWO is inferior to other test functions on these four test functions. Five different strategies were tested in the experiment: IAgGWO, all individuals in the population are guided by the alpha updating direction in IAgGWO (AG), no mutation operator in IAgGWO (NM), vector parameter in IAgGWO (VP), and GWO. Fig. 14 shows the average distance between 5428 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Box plots of multimodal benchmark functions.
solutions at each generation. The larger the average distance is, the more dispersed the population distribution is.
As depicted in Fig. 14 , the average distance between solutions under IAgGWO is greater than that under AG strategy, which means that the new guided mechanism in IAgGWO is better than the guided mechanism in AgGWO in maintaining population diversity. The average distance between solutions under IAgGWO is greater than that under NM strategy, which implies that the implementation of mutation operator can improve the capacity of exploration. The average distance between solutions under IAgGWO is less than that under VP strategy, especially in the initial search stage. It signifies that the implementation of vector parameter reduces the diversity of the population to a certain extent. The average distance between solutions under IAgGWO is greater than that under GWO. It further verifies the effectiveness of the proposed strategy in improving the exploratory ability of the algorithm.
D. DISCUSSION ON VECTOR AND SCALAR PARAMETERS
In order to analyze the influence of scalar parameters and vector parameters on the performance of the algorithm, this paper compares the IAgGWO in the two parameter forms on the above 35 test functions, and the results are depicted in Table 7 . The ''+'', ''='' and ''−'' in Table 7 denote that the results of IAgGWO with scalar parameters (IAgGWO-SP) are superior, undifferentiated and inferior to IAgGWO with vector parameters (IAgGWO-VP) at the 0.05 significance level, respectively.
As we can see in Table 7 , the results of IAgGWO-SP are superior to IAgGWO-VP on 15 of 35 test functions, 10 had no significant difference compared with IAgGWO-VP, and 10 worse than IAgGWO-VP. In solving unimodal benchmark functions, IAgGWO-SP can provide more competitive results than IAgGWO-VP. It shows that the exploitation capability of IAgGWO-SP is better than that of IAgGWO-VP. In solving multimodal functions (f 8 -f 35 ), IAgGWO-SP has advantages in solving multimodal benchmark functions (f 8 -f 16 ) and fixdimension multimodal benchmark functions (f 17 -f 23 ), and IAgGWO-VP has advantages in solving composite benchmark functions (f 24 -f 29 ) and hybrid composition functions (f 30 -f 35 ). In the initial search stage, the population distribution of IAgGWO-VP is more diverse than that of IAgGWO-SP described in the last subsection. It means that IAgGWO-VP has better exploratory capability and makes IAgGWO-VP more competitive in solving composite functions. To sum up, IAgGWO with vector parameters is suitable for early search stage and IAgGWO with scalar parameters is suitable for later search stage. In order to reduce the time complexity of the algorithm, scalar parameters are used in IAgGWO in this paper. 
E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Computational complexity is a very important performance index to evaluate the effectiveness of the meta-heuristic algorithm. The less computational complexity means that the algorithm can solve problems with less computational efforts. The step wise computational complexity in GWO, AgGWO and IAgGWO with the worst case of computational time can be calculated as follows: Furthermore, the computational complexity in RW-GWO is O(T · N ) according to [27] . Therefore, the four grey wolf algorithms have the same computational complexity with the worst case of computational time.
VI. THE APPLICATION IN TWO STAGE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER DESIGN
In the manual design process of analog circuits, designers can only modify the design parameters from one goal to another to meet the design requirements. It is difficult to achieve collaborative optimization for multiple performance indicators by this method. The design process will take a lot of time, and the performance of the circuit designed by this method is entirely dependent on the designer's experience. With the emergence and continuous development of electronic design automation tools, the topology of analog integrated circuit (IC) becomes more and more complex and the automation of analog circuit design is now a possible field of interest. As analog design frameworks are presented progressively in literature, it has become intrinsic to automate analog circuits for every elementary application [40] . Fortunately, the parameter design of Analog IC can be simplified to an optimization problem. It can be achieved by proposed algorithm to assure the optimal solution in terms of design specifications, e.g., gain, slew rate, unity gain bandwidth. Under the premise of meeting various constraints, it can realize the optimization of various performance indicators of the circuit. Analog circuit designers can choose appropriate optimization solutions according to their needs as reference for the actual design of analog circuits, which can greatly save the time of design process and improve the comprehensive performance of the circuit. This paper takes the gain optimization design of two stage operational amplifier without buffer [41] , [42] under the L50G CMOS process technology as the example. The topology is shown in Fig. 15 and the mathematical formulation of this problem is as (15) . Based on IAgGWO, nonstationary multi-stage assignment penalty function constraint handing method [43] is introduced to optimize the design of analog circuits. A 2 = g m6 /(I 6 (λ 6 + λ 7 ))
Range x 1,··· ,8 ∈ [1, 50], x 9 ∈ (0, 30], x 10 ∈ (0, 10] (15) where S i , i = 1, ..., 8, L, g m , TA are the length-width ratio, length, grid-anode transconductance and total area of transistors respectively, A v indicates the open-loop gain, UGB is the unity gain bandwidth, SR is the slew rate, PSRR+ and PSRR-are the positive and negative power supply rejection ratio, P diss is the static power consumption of the amplifier, E * indicates the expect of '' * '', K n , K P are the intrinsic conductivity factor of NMOS, PMOS respectively, and CGDO P is the gate leakage overlapping capacitor of the PMOS. The IAgGWO and 4 algorithms in the previous section were used to compute optimal design parameters. The E Av , E UGB , E SR , E TA , E PSSR+ , E PSSR− , E Pdiss , C L and L were set to 50 dB, 5MHz, 10V/us, 400 um 2 , 60dB, 60dB, 2mW, 10pF and 2 um respectively. Each algorithm runs 20 times independently with 5000 iterations. The optimization results are presented in Table 8 . It can be noted that the PSO cannot find feasible solutions after 5000 iterations and the mean value result of IAgGWO is better than the other 3 grey wolf algorithms obviously. The above results further prove the effectiveness and practical value in engineering application of IAgGWO. Analog circuit designers can choose the appropriate optimization solution according to their requirements as the reference for the actual design of analog circuits.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
GWO has been shown to have high performance in unknown and challenging search space. This paper proposed IAgGWO based on AgGWO. It improves the convergence speed of the algorithm by introducing new guidance mechanism and introduce mutation operation for diversifying the search process to avoid algorithm falling into local optimum. The scalar coefficient A and C make the algorithm easier to implement. The efficiency of the algorithm verified by the results of test on 35 benchmark functions and the engineering application. But in the evolutionary process of IAgGWO, alpha updates its position according to beta and delta with lower fitness, and similarly, beta evolved according to the position of delta. It sit ill with the population convergence to the global optima. In the early stage of the search process, the guidance mechanism limits the exploratory ability of the algorithm to a certain extent. An effective evolutionary mechanism of alpha, beta and delta may greatly improves the performance of the algorithm, which worth being further studied.
